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KIEV: Denys Garmash scored a fortuitous
goal to earn Dynamo Kiev a 1-0 win over
Maccabi Tel Aviv on Wednesday and
enable the Ukrainian champions to grab
a place in the Champions League last 16.
Playing in an empty stadium because of
a UEFA ban, Dynamo’s winner came
courtesy of a good deal of fortune when
Maccabi’s Tal Ben Chaim deflected a free
kick towards his own goal.

Goalkeeper Predrag Rajkovic could

only push the ball into the path of
Garmash, who accepted the 16th minute
gift gratefully. The goal was enough for
Dynamo to leapfrog Porto, who lost 2-0
at Chelsea, and snatch second place in
Group G.

It was a night of celebration for Kiev
coach Serhiy Rebrov, who led the club to
the last 16 for the first time in 16 years.
The 41-year-old former Kiev striker was
part of the team that reached the second

group stage in 1999-2000, a year after
they made the semi-finals.

“It was a very tough game from the
point of view of psychology as it is
always hard to play without fans,” Rebrov
told reporters. “It is a completely differ-
ent story when you see the empty
stands. We tried to hide our anxiety but
the stakes of the game were high and
the lads were constrained in their
actions.

“We should take our time to enjoy the
moment as we have not been in the
knockout stage for 16 years. Half of our
team had no Champions League experi-
ence and I think it is a great success.”
UEFA had ordered Kiev to play two home
games in an empty stadium after racist
attacks on Chelsea fans at an earlier
Champions League match. They will also
have to hold the home leg of their last 16
tie behind closed doors. —Reuters

Kiev grab last-16 place with lucky break against Tel Aviv

VALENCIA: Valencia was eliminated from the Champions
League after a 2-0 home loss to Lyon in new coach Gary
Neville’s first game in charge on Wednesday. Maxwel Cornet
and Alexandre Lacazette scored a goal in each half to give
already-eliminated Lyon its first win in the competition this
season and end Valencia’s chances of advancing to the round
of 16.

“They were better than us and there’s no excuse,” Neville
said. “We can’t be happy with how we played and we can’t
blame anyone. We have a fight in front of us, an objective.
Today we simply weren’t good enough.”

Not even a win would have been enough for Valencia as
Gent defeated Zenit St. Petersburg 2-1 in Belgium to secure
second place in Group H and a spot in the knockout stage.
Zenit won the group with 15 points from six games, five
points ahead of Gent. Valencia finished third with six points,
good enough for a spot in the Europe League. Lyon was last
in the group with four points.

Valencia needed a win as well as Gent losing points
against already-qualified Zenit in the other group game. “I
think we had lead in our legs, as if we had played another
game today,” Neville said. “We were the better side in the first
half, but in the second we conceded a lot of counterattacks
and conceded the second goal. Lyon have good attacking
players but we should have done much better.”

‘It’s a good feeling’ 
Neville took over Valencia on Sunday, a day after the for-

mer Manchester United and England defender watched his
new team draw 1-1 with Barcelona in the Spanish league.
Valencia got off to a fast start at the Mestalla Stadium, with

defender Shkodran Mustafi hitting the post with a header in
the eighth minute and having a goal disallowed just minutes
later for a foul inside the area.

“This was one of those games where you have possession
but they end up scoring,” Mustafi said. “They did a good job,
because they scored two goals with two shots. Against
Barcelona everyone saw that we are a team that can play well
against the best sides. I think today we were just missing the
final pass.”

Already eliminated and playing without pressure, Lyon
also threatened, forcing Valencia goalkeeper Jaume
Domenech to make two great saves early on to keep his team
in contention. But there was nothing he could do to stop
Cornet’s remarkable shot into the top corner in the 37th, and
Lacazette sealed Lyon’s win with a low shot after a counterat-
tack in the 76th.

The victory should help ease criticism of Lyon coach
Hubert Fournier. In addition to being eliminated from all
European competition, his team has taken only one point
from its last four French league games. “It’s a good feeling,”
Lyon captain Maxime Gonalons said. “We have had tough
moments in this competition. We had nothing to lose here.
We showed, at least, we can produce good things.”

Valencia was trying to become the fourth Spanish team to
reach the round of 16, along with defending champion
Barcelona, Real Madrid and Atletico Madrid. Sevilla was elimi-
nated on Tuesday. Neville had to deal with a series of injuries
that ruled out defenders Antonio Barragan and Lucas Orban,
midfielder Andre Gomes, and forwards Sofiane Fegholi and
Rodrigo Moreno. To make things worse, Enzo Perez had to be
replaced early in the first half, also because of an injury. —AP

Valencia eliminated in Neville’s debut

Gent qualifies 

at first ever 

champs league                   

GHENT: Gent qualified for the last 16 in its first ever
Champions League campaign on Wednesday after
goals from Laurent Depoitre and Danijel Milicevic gave
the Belgian champion a 2-1 victory in Group H over
already-qualified Zenit St Petersburg.

Gent knew a victory would be enough to go
through and the home side attacked from the kickoff.
The tactic paid dividends in the 18th minute when
Depoitre was left free by his marker Nicolas Lombaerts
and glanced a high cross from Moses Simon beyond
the reach of keeper Yuri Lodygin.

St Petersburg got back into the game when Artim
Dzyuba slotted home his sixth goal in as many games
from close range in the 65th minute. But Milicevic used
his superb shooting skills for the decisive goal 13 min-
utes later.  In the end, even a defeat would have suf-
ficed for Gent, since Lyon went to Valencia and beat
Gent’s only challenger 2-0 in Spain.

Zenit won Group H with 15 points, but three wins a
row gave Gent 10 points for the runner up spot.
Valencia finished with six and a spot in the Europa
League with Lyon finishing last with four.

It was all Gent needed to become the first Belgian
team in 15 years to reach the knockout phase of the
competition.

“It is a historic win for Gent and Belgium,” Milicevic
said. “We were all waiting for this.” In front of 20,000
blue-clad home fans, Gent played with confidence,
belying their status as the newcomer in the competi-
tion. St Petersburg showed throughout the game the
lackluster style of a team already assured of top plac-
ing in the group, whatever the result. Now Gent can
face one of the world’s top sides after the winter break.
“If I  can pick and choose, I  go for Real Madrid,”
Milicevic said. —AP

VALENCIA: Lyon’s Henri Bedimo (left) Valencia’s Paco Alcacer (center) and Lyon’s Rafael challenge for the ball
during a Group H Champions League soccer match between Valencia and Lyon at the Mestalla Stadium.—AP

GHENT: Gent’s Danijel Milicievic (right) jubi-
lates after scoring a goal during the Champions
League Group H soccer match between Gent
and FC Zenit at the Ghelamco Arena. —AP


